Here are some important guidelines that you will need to know, prior to coming to visit us:


All guests are required to have a face mask upon entering the building and when being walked
to their table by a staff member.



You may remove your mask(s) once you have sat down



You must have a mask if getting up from your table to use the restroom



All tables have been moved to meet the 6-foot distancing requirement



Reservations (& call-ahead) are highly suggested & encouraged not only by our establishment,
but as part of the “Phase 2, Step 2” guidelines in Massachusetts



Reservations can only be accepted by telephone at this time (508-923-9034) and during our
business hours (Monday 4p-10p, Tuesday through Saturday from 11a – 10p and Sunday 11a-9p)



For guests walking in, we can only give you a table if there is one available. Unfortunately,
guests cannot be in the establishment waiting for a table to open up.



We are only allowed to take reservations for parties of 6 or less



So that as many guests as possible can enjoy our food, drinks, and environment, we are kindly
requesting that parties of 1 through 4 adhere to a 90 minute dine-in time and parties of 5 to 6
adhere to 2 hours.



Our tables will only have a bottle of hand sanitizer for our guests use. This bottle will be
completely sanitized in between guests. Everything else, including QR codes to scan for our
menus, along with utensil roll-ups, disposable menus, salt & pepper, etc., will be brought to you
by your server.



To save on paper, we highly encourage you to use our QR codes. Ask your server for more
information!



All of our staff will have masks on the entire time that our establishment is in operation.



Every single table will be FULLY cleaned and sanitized in between every single customer. This
includes chairs.



Our restrooms will be checked, cleaned, and sanitized several times throughout the day.



We will still be offering takeout, but we will have our regular menu available (we are no longer
providing family-style meals for takeout at this time)



Unfortunately, the bar is not part of this reopening phase, so our bar seats will not be available
until we are told we can open up the bar again.



Drinks cannot be ordered at the bar… drinks must be ordered through a server and you must be
sitting at a table and also ordering food



Yes, we will have our entire drink menu available to dining in guests!

Can't wait to see you all again soon!!! We will begin accepting calls for reservations tomorrow
(Thursday, June 25th) at 11:00 a.m. when we open!
Cheers, friends!! It's been too long!

